
NRC SITE ENTRY/EXIT ISSUES DUE TO OYSTER CREEK UNION STRIKE

DATE COMMENT

5/21/03 S. Dennis spoke via telephone to union president Ed Stroup to
reiterate the unimpeded site entry/exit requirements for NRC
personnel if a strike should occur. S. Dennis spoke to Ed Stoup
about two months previous when the union first rejected the last,
best, and final contract offer from AmerGen.

5/22/03 Union strike begins at 12:00 pm.

5/23/03 Following two minor issues involving slight delays in NRC
personnel site access, S. Dennis contacted the union office and
spoke to Jeff Munyon, shop steward, to again remind the union of
the requirements concerning entry and exit of NRC personnel.

5/24/03 thru Some very minor delays encountered by NRC personnel on entry
6/10/03 and exit. No problems noted with SSDI team entry/exit.

6/11/03 B. Summers encounters delay while entering the site at about
7:00 am and had to verbally remind picketer concerning NRC
access requirements.

6/11/03 S. Dennis encounters delay while attempting to exit the site at
about 11:30 am. A picketer stood directly in front of the car and
would not move. While attempting to go around the picketer, right
then left, the individual shadowed the car movements preventing
passage. S. Dennis then spoke to the individual reminding them
of the requirements concerning NRC personnel entry and exit.
The individual then moved aside.

6/12/03 S. Dennis encountered safety issue while entering site at 6:45 am
due to picketers delaying site access. While turning left off Rt.9 to
enter the site, picketers walked in front of 2 other cars which had
already made the left turn and were attempting to move forward
toward the security checkpoint. This delay prevented S. Dennis
from entering the site and caused his car to remain in the path of
oncoming traffic for 5 to 10 seconds until the picketers moved.

6/12/03 At 08:30, S. Dennis spoke to Site VP Ernie Harkness concerning
the issues which occurred on 6/11/03 and 6/12/03. Ernie
requested the residents file an incident report with Jesse
Hackenberg (AmerGen strike issue coordinator) and contact the
Lacey Township Police for any complaints we may have. I've
taken no action regarding his requests pending discussion with RI
management. (S. Dennis spoke with N. Perry at 0900)


